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Features 
Variable flow and pressure range 
Accurate foam induction 
No external power supply 
Low cost and low maintenance 
Suitable for fixed and mobile systems 

devices. The inductor will adjust itself, while securing the  
induction ratio to 1%.  
This makes it a versatile and unique tool for flexible  
modern firefighting. Typical applications are wet pipe foam  
sprinkler systems, foam proportioning trailers or  
firefighting trucks. Like a traditional inductor the Vrind unit  
requires a pressure drop between approx. 35% and 39%,  
for foam suction and correct proportioning. Manufactured  
from seawater resistant bronze, the units have exceptional  
corrosion resistance and are suitable for use in the most  
extreme environments.  

Technical data 
Model Vrind 

Body Size 3” 

Inlet connection (standard) BSPP female 3” 

Optional connection Grooved 3” 

Optional connection FF-DN80-PN16 

Outlet connection (standard) BSPP male 3” 

Optional Grooved 3” 

Optional Flanged DN80-PN16 

Foam inlet BSP 1" 
Flow rate Fomtec 1% foam 125 -1530 lpm 

Inlet pressure range 8 -12 bar 

Pressure drop 34-39%

Suction height (max) 3 meter 

Weight (standard) 19 kg 

Material Bronze 

* Usable for concentrates with a viscosity of <20 Cst. at 20 degrees

Inlet pressure vs. Flow range vs. Induction ratio 

Inlet pressure 8 10 12 

Flow range 125-1250 140-1400 153-1530

ratio 1% 1,29% 1,15% 1,05% 

Example: Advanced setup – variable flow foam inductor skid 
with remote controlled deluge valve and concentrate control 
valve (CCV).

Example: Vrind 3” grooved version

Description 
The Fomtec® Vrind variable flow inductor represents the latest 
development in the range of Fomtec foam 
proportioning units. Thanks to its revolutionizing patented 
induction method, the Vrind inductor will automatically 
adjust to the current water flow and maintain the same 
accurate proportioning of 1% Fomtec foam concentrate 
throughout the whole flow range from 125 to 1530 lpm, 
within an inlet pressure range between 8 till 12 bar. A unit (or 
even multiple units) can be skid mounted for ease of 
installation. Suitable for Fomtec 1% concentrates with a 
viscosity of <20 Cst. at 20 degrees Celcius. 

Application 
The Fomtec® variable range foam inductors are the 
representing the new generation inductors, which are not 
limited to a fixed flow or water pressure rate, to give 
accurate proportioning. The Vrind inductor can be used in foam 
applications instead of a bladdertank or foam pump system, 
regardless of number of nozzles or discharge.

Fomtec® Vrind
Variable Flow Inductor 
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